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As  America  continues  to  be  overwhelmed  by  an  obviously
orchestrated mass intrusion of immigrants over its borders,
the  utter  hypocrisy  of  increasingly  stringent  so-called
“security measures” for the rest of the population paints a
very clear picture.

There is no terrorism threat to the United States. It’s bogus
now and has been completely fraudulent from the get go.

If there were such a threat, not only would this flood of
illegals not be allowed never mind clearly encouraged, but
anyone crossing the border would have to undergo the same
rigorous  Orwellian  strip  downs,  x-rays,  inspections  and
interrogations normal citizens are subjected to. On top of
that, once they are herded over the border they are being
given escorts to safe havens including military bases, given
supplies and free transportation to destinations around the
country,  and  are  in  line  for  free  health  care,  legal
representation and a plethora of other benefits that will no
doubt prove back-breaking to the American economy and way of
life.

All by design, while cardboard cut-out Obama, the human decoy,
takes  his  multi-million  dollar  2-week  summer  vacation  at
swishy Martha’s Vineyard. Get the picture? There’s no concern
because they are transparently behind it. Besides, while the
stage prop Obama is away the real rulers in the shadows can
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have a field day without having to worry about programming
their mouthpiece. Hence all the “vacations” for this vapid
useful idiot.

The Set Up – Destruction, Division, the NAU and False
Flag Fuel
As  point  men  for  this  corrupt  administration  continue  to
almost mockingly repeat their inside call to action to “not
let a crisis go to waste“, this infestation into an already
delicate social fabric teetering on the brink of financial
collapse is designed to have multiple effects. Besides the
obvious  economic  and  governmental  services  overload,  there
will  be  serious  job  displacement  and  increasing  gang
activities  in  urban  areas.

This is turn will further fuel an already incensed American
populace,  leading  to  increased  violence,  and  most  of  all
division, their weapon of choice. All fanned by increased fear
and anger, the emotions they most play on which keep the
population  in  its  most  vulnerable  as  well  as  suggestible
state, where the media hype and propaganda can steer them most
effectively.

And one of those end results they’re directing Americans head
long into is a borderless North American Union between the US,
Mexico and Canada which they’ve been working towards for some
time.  Wouldn’t  that  make  a  nice  problem-reaction-solution?
Immigration crisis – outrage – erase the borders. When they
stage a “crisis” this big and so many resources are involved
you know they’re going to try and capitalize on it in every
way they can, as they did with 9/11.

Even more insidiously, the preplanned staged false flags they
want to further perpetrate on the American people will have
the ultimate cover. “OMG – the terrorists must have crossed
over the border with all of those poor refugees we were trying
to help!”  How convenient. Now the FBI, CIA, Mossad and all
the rest can really go to town with all the patsies they can



pick. The fact that the flood has already happened makes it a
fait accompli, no matter what window dressing measures are
made from here on out to pretend the government is handling
this “crisis”. They’ll make sure hordes make it across first
before doing anything, you can be sure of that.

The Watered Down “Crisis” Meme
Calling something a “crisis” has become so banal, so patently
nondescript, so inaccurate, it’s mind numbing. It’s no wonder
they love to repeat this term, it says nothing any more having
been  fully  media-cized.  It  only  says  there’s  a  problem
somewhere that is happening, with that usual liberal hand
wringing overtone. It never points to the cause, it never
names the perpetrators, it never fingers the agenda being
played out or identifies the true nature of what’s going on.
They  always  use  generalities  that  can  be  word  played  by
speechwriters and presstitutes.

And that’s how they want it. Vague and manipulable.

No culpability, no “opinion” in the matter, no identified,
addressable cause, just mush. This is how they keep the masses
disempowered.  They  only  use  identifying  words  and  strong
statements for “enemies” or those they’re promoting. Then they
get real clear, like “Palestinian Terrorists” and “Israeli
Victims”  while  Israel  bombs  Palestine  and  continues  its
genocide of a defenseless population already held in a state
controlled prison environment. All without a peep as to what’s
really going on.

It’s the language of totalitarians, and it’s worse by the day.

Exposure – Light Brings Truth -Truth Brings Awareness
and Empowerment
While so much appears to be deteriorating at an accelerating
pace, so the wake up continues to proliferate. They’ve shown
their hand and humanity has had enough, despite those who are
sleeping, boiling frogs who refuse to see the obvious. Their



campaign to drug and mind control has had limited success, and
will never thwart the rise of consciousness now sweeping the
planet.

The so-called elites have moved into the dystopian stage and
have totally blown their cover. Even mainstream Americans are
getting it now as this border fiasco continues to escalate and
the dots start to connect.

As more people by the day are “getting it” and opening their
eyes to the obvious attempt to enslave humanity, the tide of
vibrational awareness and resultant disengagement with their
matrix of deceit rises. Without our cooperation they have
nothing. Nothing but their own insane devices eventually with
no one to carry them out or support them.

“Wars will be stopped only when soldiers refuse to fight,
when workers refuse to load weapons onto ships and aircraft,
when people boycott the economic outposts of Empire that are
strung across the globe. ” – Arundhati Roy

Join the tide. Every exposure, every disengagement from their
parasitic system, every communication of truth, every civil
disobedience helps build the crescendo of Truth sweeping the
planet.

We can take them down. Their structure is a fabrication, an
overlay on human consciousness, and it cannot survive without
our cooperation.

Activate, communicate, disengage and disobey…and live in your
innate freedom. Fully.

“I became convinced that noncooperation with evil is as much
a moral obligation as is cooperation with good.”
-Martin Luther King Jr.

Love, Zen
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